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ABSTRACT

The Isaa Newton Teles ope/Wide Field Camera Photometri H survey of the Northern Gala ti Plane (IPHAS)
surveys the entire Northern Gala ti Plane in r', i', and H down to r'= 20. Although initially designed to dete t
H emitting sour es, IPHAS has proven very useful for dete ting sour es with strong Balmer line absorption.
Hydrogen-ri h white dwarfs (WDs) with temperatures in the range 10 000 to 20 000 K (where the H line is
strongest) an be dete ted by IPHAS with a very high level of on den e. What fra tion of the WD population
is hydrogen-ri h and in this temperature range is relatively well understood. An IPHAS sele ted sample with
well de ned temperature limits will therefore allow an independent determination of the lo al WD density at low
Gala ti latitudes where the known sample is highly in omplete, but whi h is ru ial for obtaining orre t spa e
densities and s ale heights.
1. THE INT GALACTIC PLANE H

SURVEY:

IPHAS
2 CCD survey of the Northern Milky Way spanIPHAS Æis a 1800-deg
ning 5 < b < +5Æ and rea hing down to r' 20(10) [1℄. The main
s ienti targets of the survey are H emitting sour es su h as:








ompa t planetary and symbioti nebulae,
luminous blue variables (P Cygni and  Car like obje ts),
rapidly evolving post-AGB stars,
Be stars of all types (in luding young Herbig stars, and B[e℄ supergiants),
lusters of T Tau stars,
a range of intera ting binary stars (symbioti s, `supersoft' ompa t
binaries, WD/NS/BH a reting binaries generally).
But we are also sensitive to sour es with w H absorption su h as:

 Hydrogen-ri h WDs,
 and early-A stars.

Fig.2 shows the equivalent width
(EW) of the H absorption line
for WDs of di erent temperatures.
The largest EW orresponds to
WDs with temperatures between
10 000 and 20 000K. These are the
WDs that are easily dete ted in
the IPHAS survey.
In Fig.3 (left panel) we present an IPHAS olour- olour diagram with
known sour es. Purple sour es are planetary nebulae, green are Be
stars, blue are WD a reting binaries (Cata lysmi Variables) and
red are long period variables. The positions where we expe t to nd
WDs, Carbon stars and young Brown dwarfs are also indi ated. The
WDs are learly separated from the rest of the stellar sour es in the
survey. Also depi ted is the early-A star reddening urve running
along the bottom, the unreddened main sequen e (marked with 0)
and the AV=6 and AV=12 main sequen es. On the right panel we
show an example eld where two WD andidates are learly seen
( gure from [1℄.)

2. SEARCHING FOR WDs IN THE GALACTIC
PLANE

The urrently known white dwarf sample is in omplete for distan es
as small as 13p [2℄, whi h results in a large un ertainty on their
spa e density. There is a strong de it of known white dwarfs in the
Gala ti plane, due mainly to the fa t that most have been dis overed
as a by produ t of extragala ti surveys. By dete ting white dwarfs
in the Gala ti plane we attempt to solve this in ompleteness.
The Fig below presents model spe tra for 6 hydrogen-ri h white
dwarfs with gravity log g = 7:5 and e e tive temperatures Teff =
10 000 to 60 000 in 10 000K steps. The bandpasses of the three lters
used for IPHAS (r', i', and H ) together with U and g', are also plotted. The di erent ontinuum levels and H depths mainly depend
on WD temperature and allow us to distinguish WDs from other
stars in the IPHAS olour- olour plane, as well as WDs of di erent
temperatures.

3. HOW MANY WHITE DWARFS?

By using a sample of hydrogen-ri h WDs from the SDSS, we identied the olour- olour box in whi h unreddened hydrogen-ri h WDs
would lie. We sear hed the IPHAS data taken up to August 2004
(60% of the full survey) and nd an average of 0.6 WD per deg2 .
The numbers vary for di erent observing epo hs due to several fa tors su h as the varying quality of the observations, the fa t that
IPHAS does not have yet a global photometri solution and the different reddening in the elds.
By implementing a sear h method like that des ribed by Witham et
al. (2006) [3℄ we an a ount for the global olour shifts in the olourolour diagrams and determine more a urately the number of WDs
per deg2 .
4. FUTURE

 Spe tros opi identi ation of WD andidates using already approved time.
 U, and g' observations, and r' re-observations of IPHAS elds have
already started (the UVEX survey). The bluer bands will allow
the identi ation of WDs in a broader temperature range. The r'
re-observations will provide proper motion information to identify
the loser WDs.
 The 5-band (u', g', r', i', H ) Southern Hemisphere ounterpart of
IPHAS has been approved as an ESO publi survey and will start
in late 2007. The teles ope + instrument used for this survey will
be the VLT Survey Teles ope + OmegaCAM.
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IPHAS is arried out with the Isaa Newton Teles ope and the Wide Field Camera.

